We are searching for a physical science exhibit with THE X-factor! For those with an enquiring mind, this is your opportunity to design and build Singapore’s most talked about scientific exhibit. Sign up for our challenge now, and stand to win nifty prizes!

LET YOUR CREATIVE SPARKS MAKE SCIENCE COME ALIVE!

TAKE UP OUR CHALLENGE!

We are searching for a physical science exhibit with THE X-factor! For those with an enquiring mind, this is your opportunity to design and build Singapore’s most talked about scientific exhibit. Sign up for our challenge now, and stand to win nifty prizes!

Who can take part?

**CATEGORY A**
Open to Primary Schools

**CATEGORY B**
Open to Secondary and IP schools (IP 1- 4)

**CATEGORY C**
Open to IP schools (5 & 6), Junior Colleges and ITEs

**CATEGORY D**
Open to Polytechnics, Universities and Others

(A team of 3 persons must be formed for all categories and there is no limit to the number of entries from each school or organisation)

Exciting prizes to be won!

**CATEGORY A**
1st PRIZE: $750 cash + PSP x 3
2nd PRIZE: $750 cash
3rd PRIZE: $300 cash
Special Mention Prize of $100 per team*

**CATEGORY B**
1st PRIZE: $1,000 cash + Netbook x 3
2nd PRIZE: $1,000 cash
3rd PRIZE: $500 cash
Special Mention Prize of $150 per team*

**CATEGORY C**
1st PRIZE: $1,500 cash + Netbook x 3
2nd PRIZE: $1,500 cash
3rd PRIZE: $1,000 cash
Special Mention Prize of $200 per team*

**CATEGORY D**
1st PRIZE: $2,000 cash + Netbook x 3
2nd PRIZE: $2,000 cash
3rd PRIZE: $1,500 cash
Special Mention Prize of $400 per team*

* The number of Special Mention Prizes awarded is at the discretion of the judges and organisers.

Science-X Workshops and Clinics
ASXC is more than just a competition, it’s a learning journey. We have dedicated workshops open to the public and clinics specially designed for our participants.

Learn about the essence of exhibit design and be captivated by guided scientific demonstrations that you have never seen before. Interact with industry experts and find out how to give your science exhibit THE X-factor!

How to participate?
Register now at www.asxc.com.sg
ASXC is also on Facebook and Twitter. Sign up at www.asxc.com.sg/social and stand the chance to win more prizes, including the latest Google Nexus One smart phone!

Organised by:

[DSO National Laboratories](http://www.dso.org.sg)
[National University of Singapore](http://www.nus.edu.sg)
[Faculty of Science, NUS](http://www.physics.nus.edu.sg/
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